## PREA COORDINATED RESPONSE PLAN

### 1. ALLEGATIONS ARE REPORTED

- **Notify Shift Commander**
- **Pre-A Coordinator**
- **Pre-A Cardiologist, Pre-A Investigator**

**IF INCIDENT INFRINGES ON OR INSIDE AJC**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

**IF INCIDENT NOT IN AJC**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

**IF INCIDENT INSTITUTION**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

### 2. MAKE NOTIFICATIONS

- **Shift Commander**
- **Pre-A Coordinator**
- **Pre-A Cardiologist**
- **Pre-A Investigator**

**IF INCIDENT INFRINGES ON OR INSIDE AJC**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

**IF INCIDENT NOT IN AJC**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

**IF INCIDENT INSTITUTION**
- Submit Pre-A investigations for review.
- Submit Pre-A investigations to Pre-A Coordinator.

### 3. SECURE INMATES AND AREA OF INCIDENT

- **Response from Pre-A Manager with instructions to IPS**
- **Secure the scene for crime scene processing**
- **Receive an incident number through Communications**
- **Video and photograph crime scene**
- **Call search should be conducted by IPS**
- **Secure evidence using the Sexual Assault Response Kit to the on-site mental health professional**

**IF POSSIBLE INTERVIEW INMATE**
- **Inmate should be placed in a secure segregation setting pending investigation**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate as soon as medically stable**

**IF POSSIBLE INTERVIEW PERP**
- **Inmate should be placed in a secure segregation setting pending investigation**
- **Medical staff should evaluate assault before being placed in segregation**
- **Medical Staff should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 4. SECURITY OF EVIDENCE

- **IPS should interview victim inmate before being placed in segregation**
- **Inmate should be interviewed by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 5. MEDICAL/MENTAL HEALTH

- **Health care professional shall evaluate and document the extent of the physical injury**
- **Provide medical treatment if needed**
- **Make emergency mental health referral to the on-site mental health professional**
- **Medical and mental health shall attempt to persuade the inmate to go to the outside hospital for treatment**
- **Medical and mental health shall determine whether to transport to Jordan Hospital**
- **Sexual Assault Response Kits shall be maintained by the primary Sexual Assault IPS Officer**

### 6. RETURN TO INSTITUTION

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 7. INTELLIGENCE GATHERING

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 8. WRITING REPORTS

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 9. START PRE-CONFIDENTIAL INVESTIGATION

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 10. INVESTIGATION

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 11. COMPLETE INVESTIGATION

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 12. PRE-A COORDINATOR

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 13. DAY REVIEW PANEL

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**

### 14. CLOSE INVESTIGATION

- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**
- **IPS should interview victim inmate by IPS**